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ABSTRACT 

Mobile application systems are increasingly being defined using Internet Protocol (IP). Therefore, 

one of the challenging tasks that mobile IP phone service companies have to deal with as their 

networks expand is an upsurge of user equipment (UE) and routers, which places excessive 

demand on the routing infrastructure and results in degraded quality of service (QoS) values at the 

mobile core network. Studies show that most mobile IP phone subscriber companies struggle to 

meet acceptable QoS values due to their continued use of classical routing methods. Classical 

routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) lose efficiency as the network size 

increases, which leads to poor QoS values. An attempt to explore emerging Software Defined 

Network (SDN) technologies to enhance QoS and promote a centralized controller-based routing 

method has emerged in the recent past. OpenFlow routing is an instance of SDN found to improve 

routing in wired and small wireless networks. This study's main objective was to compare the 

performance of OSPF and OpenFlow routing in a large mobile IP core network. Specific objectives 

were to compare the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow routing on jitter, packet delivery ratio 

(PDR), throughput, and end-to-end delay. This research adopted a mixed design methodology 

consisting of exploratory and experimental research design where Objective Modular Network 

Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) network simulator was used with simuLTE add-on to model two 

side-by-side mobile IP networks core architecture running OSPF and OpenFlow protocols. 

Applications that present high demand for processing and routing used; interactive gaming, VoiP, 

audio streaming, and Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) were used to test routing efficiency. The 

setup test environment consisted of 1000 UEs, 80 OSPF routers, and 80 OpenFlow switches which 

are considered a large network. Notably, Jitter was improved by 10 milliseconds when OpenFlow 

routing was used compared to OSPF. This improvement was consistent across the network with 

the addition of more UEs and Routers. In instances where OSPF improved PDR, the value is less 

significant, with a standard deviation of 0.7 mbs.  This study demonstrated that OpenFlow could 

improve routing efficiency in large simulated mobile IP core networks compared to the OSPF 

routing network by over 60 percent across the four QoS metrics considered in the experiment. The 

study also confirmed that the network size impacts the QoS parameters. This study further 

recommends testing OpenFlow in large mobile IP production networks. 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS 

All IP Based Network: Network that uses IP as its main base for all operations 

Classical Routing: techniques that apply known routing protocols such as OSPF, EIGRP, or 

static methods. 

Communication Service Provider: Company that provides mobile IP services for rental fee 

Control Plane: conducts highly intelligent functions in a network like generation of Internet 

Protocols (IP) routing tables, forwarding of packets, and convergence of network events 

Internet Protocol: TCP/IP network layer model concerned with logical addressing of nodes in a 

network.  

Large Network: IP network consisting of 1000 User Equipment (UE) and 50 OSPF or OpenFlow 

routers and switches. 

Open Shortest Path First: Link-state routing protocol that routers utilize hello packets to create 

neighborship and calculate routing paths based on cost 

OpenFlow: Standard Southbound interface designed for SDN that connects access level pieces of 

equipment and a centralized controller. 

Quality of Experience: The measure of QoS from the end-user perception of the quality of 

services offered by the communication service provider network 

Quality of Service: An attribute of networks that can be used to prioritize or reprioritize packets 

based on business or technical choices before they are passed on to the next processing interface  

Software-Defined Network: New paradigm in networks design that proposes for centralized and 

programmable Control Plane (CP)  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The chapter introduces the main objective of this investigation. Section 1.0 gives the background 

of the study. Section 1.1 covered the problem statement. Section 1.2.1 to 1.2.3 provides the specific 

objectives of the study. In sections 1.3 to 1.5, the study covered Justification, Assumptions, and 

Scope. Finally, in section 1.6, there is a summary of the key issues in the chapter. 

1.1 Background Information 

Globally the demand for mobile IP network services has been on upward growth in the last decade 

(Costa-requena, Kantola, & Llorente, 2014; Grayson, Shatzkamer, & Wainner, 2009; ITU, 2009; 

Liu, Ding, & Tarkoma, 2013; World Bank, 2011). According to (Cisco, 2020a) report, 300 million 

mobile applications will be downloaded by 2023. This trend is projected to continue in subsequent 

years (Cisco, 2015b; ITU, 2017; Open Networking Foundation, 2013; Stallings, 2002). Figure 1.1 

shows the cisco forecast of smartphone and IP services growth within the decade in billions of 

users. 

 

Figure 1. 1 Cisco projection of Mobile IP traffic (Cisco, 2020b) 

Reports by (Cisco, 2015a; ITU, 2017)  indicate that the worldwide mobile IP data services 

increased by 24.3 Exabytes in 2021. Mobile internet use also rose exponentially by 32 percent 

among Kenyans (CAK, 2018; Chepken, Blake, & Marsden, 2012; ITU, 2016, 2017). Figure 1.2 

depicts the CAK projection of mobile IP growth in Kenya. 
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Figure 1. 2 Estimated Number of Mobile IP Internet Users in Kenya (CAK, 2019) 

The gradual growth in mobile networks coverage and mobile phone ownership is both a business 

advantage and a Quality of Service (QoS) implementation challenge for mobile IP phone service 

providers as they try to meet recommended QoS of service metrics (Araniti et al., 2014; CAK, 

2018; Cisco, 2014). Whereas an increasing number of subscribers means more revenue for the 

CSPs (Oloko, Anene, Kiara, & Kathambi, 2014), demand for more IP-based services, which in 

most cases are required simultaneously, places a considerable burden on the large mobile IP 

service provider infrastructure in terms of meeting the routing QoS demands (Araniti et al., 2014; 

Open Networking Foundation, 2012; Stallings, 2002). Figure 1.3 shows the CAK analysis of CSPs 

that deal with money transfers in Kenya, which confirmed that a large number of users is directly 

proportional to the revenue generated. 

 

Figure 1. 3 Mobile money transfer service in numbers (CAK, 2019) 
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Inability to meet acceptable QoS values in packet routing and forwarding among CSP results in 

dropped calls and excessive IP call delay and could subject CSP to regulator penalties  (Araniti et 

al., 2014; CAK, 2015, 2018; Szigeti, Hattingh, Barton, & Briley, 2013). Therefore, CSPs must 

address QoS issues to avoid the mishaps of poor QoS.  

Popular services requested by users on mobile IP networks include interactive gaming services, 

live streaming of videos, chatting using secure applications such as WhatsApp, calling using audio 

over IP, voice over internet calls, and mobile IP money transfer services  (Aker & Mbiti, 2010; 

Bisio et al., 2012; Cisco, 2020a; Cisconewsroom, 2013; Donovan, 2012; Omwansa & Sullivan, 

2012). These services require a high Packet Data Ratio (PDR), increased throughput, low jitter, 

and low delay in a mobile IP core CSP network. According to (CAK, 2014), in a customer advisory 

on mobile IP performance where PDR, jitter, throughput, and delay are collectively referred to as 

technical QoS values, CAK pointed out that these are essential metrics that determine how 

optimum a mobile network service is operating. Furthermore, CAK advised end-users to be keen 

on these measurements to ensure they acquire value from their subscription to particular CSP 

companies. Without a proper mechanism for addressing QoS values in the routing process within 

the mobile IP provider core network, such scenarios can result in poor QoS values (CAK, 2014). 

Like in any other typical network, routing is a key function to enable users to reach other networks 

which are in remote subnets (Costa-requena et al., 2014; Li, Mao, & Rexford, 2012; Moy, 1999; 

Odom, 2017, 2019; Tanenbaum, 2013; Wallace, 2014). The inability of mobile IP service provider 

companies to meet the best QoS values as required by regulators such as CAK in Kenya has been 

attributed to the continuous use of traditional routing approaches in the IP network core (Araniti 

et al., 2014; CAK, 2018; Clare, 2020; Li et al., 2012; Open Networking Foundation, 2013; Yap et 

al., 2010).  

In the 1990s, efforts to simplify network operations management were not straightforward 

(Azodolmolky, 2013; Feamster, Rexford, & Zegura, 2013). According to (Feamster et al., 2013), 

many researchers were frustrated by the rigidity of network development's standardization process 

and the inability to program and automate network operations. Standards take several years before 

they are published in Request for Comments (RFC) (Casado & Foster, 2013; Cassado, 2015; 

Feamster, Balakrishnan, Rexford, Shaikh, & van der Merwe, 2004; Feamster et al., 2013). With 
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the shortcomings of routing in traditional networks, the urge to offer new agile solutions brought 

forward the Software-Defined Network (SDN).  

Mobile IP applications have revolutionized the healthcare, banking, and security sectors 

immensely (Grayson et al., 2009). Several mobile  IP applications today help users to pay bills, 

detect disease prevalence in an area, stream online  TV programs, chat securely using IP messages 

and check the weather forecast from the comfort of handheld smartphones (CitizenTV, 2021; 

Ecobank, 2018; NHS, 2020; Rosenfeld, Sina, Sarne, Avidov, & Kraus, 2018; Safaricom, 2018; 

WhatsApp, 2017).  

Throughput, Jitter, PDR, and delay affect routing quality in a mobile IP provider network, 

especially in a large mobile IP core network. Large mobile IP networks offer a different disposition 

from earlier years concerning attaining high routing standards in the core network (Araniti et al., 

2014; Li, Mao, & Rexford, 2016; Stalling, 2009; Stallings, 2002). While the expansion of the 

mobile IP network is rapid and demand for more IP-based services continues to grow 

exponentially, routing in large mobile service providers is reportedly continuing to deploy 

traditional routing methods (Rakuten, 2019a, 2019b).  

Findings by  (Araniti et al., 2014; Feamster et al., 2004; Li et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2013; Miller, 

2002a; Mueck et al., 2017; Rakuten, 2019a) showed that continuing to use classical routing 

methods in large CSP core networks does not improve the overall routing processes that are 

required of a large all IP based network (AIP) core network.  

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Mobile IP network applications are increasingly being defined using IP, resulting in a large core 

network comprising several routers and switches. Classical routing cannot effectively address the 

routing QoS values desired of a large CSP core network. Classical routing generates high jitter, 

low PDR, low throughput, and high delay resulting in an overall loss of efficiency in the core 

network. Several regulators and provider reports reveal that QoS among mobile service providers 

has failed to meet the contractual standards in successive years. This can be attributed to the 

continued use of classical routing approaches such as OSPF by the mobile subscriber companies 

in the core network. It is also evident that increased UEs and routers negatively impact the QoS 

values in the core network. Techniques such as Network-Based Access Recognition (NBAR) or 
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hybrid classical protocols such as EIGRP require a lengthy training curve for network QoS 

engineers. They are also designed to reside in one network plane, with no mechanism to address 

agile business requirements. 

1.2.1 General Objective 

To comparatively analyze the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow on Quality of Service metrics 

in a large simulated mobile core network. 

1.2.2 Specific Objectives  

i. To compare the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow routing on jitter on a large simulated 

mobile IP core network. 

ii. To compare the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow routing on packet data ratio on a 

large simulated mobile IP core network. 

iii. To compare the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow on throughput routing on a large 

simulated mobile IP core network. 

iv. To compare the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow on end-to-end delay routing on a 

large simulated mobile IP core network. 

1.2.3 Research Questions 

i. What performance levels will OSPF and OpenFlow routing have on jitter in a large 

simulated mobile IP core network? 

ii. What performance levels will OSPF and OpenFlow routing have on PDR in a large 

simulated mobile IP core network? 

iii. What performance levels will OSPF and OpenFlow routing have on throughput in a large 

simulated mobile IP core network? 

iv. What performance levels will OSPF and OpenFlow routing have on end-to-end delay in a 

large simulated mobile IP core network? 

1.3 Justification of the Study 

More access systems in mobile networks are continuously being defined using IP protocols which 

implies that more IP traffic is being witnessed in the core network (Grayson et al., 2009; Rosenfeld 

et al., 2018). Degradation caused by unacceptable routing QoS values in an already expansive 

mobile IP network could result in loss of revenue and unhappy end-users (CAK, 2015, 2016; 
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Cisconewsroom, 2013; Li et al., 2012; Star, 2014). Therefore, this study aimed to provide 

important insight into the performance of OpenFlow and OSPF routing on QoS, in the large CSP 

network core and provide feedback on how the two protocols performed in large mobile IP core 

networks.  In addition, the routing engineers would adopt the recommended routing architecture 

in mobile IP core networks to improve routing speeds. 

1.4 Assumptions and Limitations of the Study 

While selecting OMNeT++ and simuLTE to test the performance of OpenFlow and OSPF in a 

large CSP network, control plane are not included as part of the simulator are provided as part of 

the simulator setup. This omission is done to improve the simulation speeds and processor 

utilization. The number of UEs and routers is also limited to 1000 UEs and 80 routers for the open-

source version (Andras, 2017; Nardini, Antonio, Rudolf, Varga, & Meszero, 2021). However, the 

absence of the control plane protocols did not hinder the research from exhaustively testing routing 

performance in a large mobile IP core network because the UEs can share resources such as 

bandwidth using OMNeT++ inbuilt algorithm. 

1.5 Scope of the Study 

The research focused its experiment on  IPv4 due to its widespread use and implementation in end-

user devices (Graziani, 2013; Odom, 2016, 2017).  

This study was conducted in an emulator OMNeT++ and LTE simuLTE add-on. Objective 

Modular Network Testbed in C++ is an open-source emulator to test and design mobile IP 

networks.  

This study limited its evaluation to technical IP QoS metrics: PDR, jitter, end-to-end delay, and 

throughput. These QoS measurements are important factors that can influence user experience, 

which is the most important factor in mobile IP  service (CAK, 2014; Janevski, Jankovic, & 

Markus, 2013; Szigeti et al., 2013).  

1.6 Summary 

This chapter provided the background information to the research. The mobile data industry was 

observed to be on the upward curve, with growth of subscribers at 6 percent globally and 32.12 

percent locally. The study also concluded that with an increase in mobile IP service subscribers, 
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the demands for the current mobile IP network required new strategies for routing in the IP network 

core. The use of traditional routing approaches was still present in most mobile networks. Further 

review showed that classical routing protocols are not optimal in the core network setup. This 

research also outlined the objectives and the study questions that needed to be addressed by 

experimenting with the research objectives. The importance of mobile IP in several facets of the 

end-user justified the need for this research.  

Finally, the study stated the scope and limitations and provided an overview of the experimental 

simulation tool OMNeT++.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews the literature relevant to the study. In section 2.1, an overview of routing 

architectures and QoS is illustrated. In section 2.2, an explanation of network planes is done, 

followed by studies done on specific (QoS) metrics in sections 2.3 to 2.7. Finally, the knowledge 

gap that this study aims to address is covered in section 2.8. 

2.1 Overview of Routing and Quality of Service in the Core Network  

Routing is a process that primarily allows devices in different mobile IP subnets to communicate. 

Routing is normally performed by a router or multi-layer switch. Routing has two main approaches 

to achieve its main goal; either locate routes through static configuration or dynamically through 

a routing algorithm (Odom, 2017, 2019). In Figure 2.1, two IP subnets, 168.10.0.0 and 168.20.0.0, 

are connected by routers A and B. The two routers have the role of locating subnets in different IP 

subnets to move data between two or more subnets. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 1 Mobile Internet Protocol Network with Subnets (Author, 2020)    

Large CSPs have several routers and switches in dispersed zones in their core networks. Therefore, 

subnets are usually set up to segment the network into small units requiring communication 

through routing.  

IP 168.10.0.x 

IP 168.20.0.x 

Router A 

Router B 

UE’s 
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2.1.1 Legacy versus SDN Routing Protocols Architecture: An overview  

OSPF is a link-state protocol used in many network domains (Shaikh, Isett, Greenberg, Roughan, 

& Gottlieb, 2002). Link states are the category of IGP and dynamic routing protocols that primarily 

use hello messages to converge and maintain network health. While there are several link-state 

protocols, this study selected OSPF due to its ready availability in the test environment, wide use, 

and open source license. OSPF uses a distributed approach where every device attempts to describe 

the network accurately and sends periodic hello messages to inform the adjacent routers about the 

network state (Moy, 1999). Typically  in  OSPF, the CP and DP reside in one hardware box (Odom, 

2019). 

OpenFlow is a new SDN-based forwarding protocol that uses a centralized controller mode to 

abstract the central CP that sends flow entries to OpenFlow switches and the DP. This abstraction 

ensures that the switches concentrate on the DP to optimize network bandwidth and vision (Jain 

et al., 2014). 

With the advent of new routing approaches, fresher parameters to compare routing functionality 

have been devised (Casado & Foster, 2013; Feamster et al., 2004; Zhang & Yan, 2015). The new 

comparison methods focus mainly on the architecture of legacy and modern SDN-based protocols. 

As observed by (Zhang & Yan, 2015) and (Feamster et al., 2004) the respective architectures 

contribute to how effective one type of routing protocol operates compared to another, which uses 

a different architecture.  

2.1.2 Centralization versus Distributed  

In SDN architectures, a centralized controller is deployed to provide the CP plane logic in the 

network. Centralization of routing allows for the separation of CP and DP. When the CP and DP 

are separated, the SDN-based network has a domain-wide view of the entire network. This method 

has been observed to route data packets faster and save bandwidth due to the absence of excessive 

control information shared in the network. 

Distributed networks devolve the routing logic across all the routers in the network. The routers 

rely on shared hello packets to maintain, add and remove routes as may be required. Studies by 

(Miller, 2002b) and (Feamster et al., 2004) show that distributed routing design is prone to errors 

and especially when the network increases in size. 
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2.1.3 Simplicity versus Complexity  

SDN routed networks simplify sharing and forwarding network state information using flow 

entries. Flow entries consist of three main actions applied to the data packets; match, forward or 

drop. The controller has a real-time engine identified as Link Discovery Manager that discovers 

switches in the network and populates the CAM table with flow entries with special regard for 

QoS. This approach has been observed to reduce communication between controllers and switches 

by over 20 percent, improving QoS metrics such as PDR (Zhang & Yan, 2015). 

In distributed routing architecture like OSPF, the networks start by exchanging network 

information using hello packets before they can become neighbors and share route information. 

Thereafter, the routers will keep sending information on the network to check the link status and 

availability of neighboring devices. As observed earlier, the sending of additional hello packets in 

the network uses bandwidth to the detriment of QoS metrics such as PDR and Jitter. 

2.1.4 Expanded versus Limited forwarding headers.  

In a typical legacy routing format, packets are primarily forwarded using source and destination 

IP. The routing process also depends on the routing information base (RIB) and forwarding 

information base (FIB). FIB and RIB are distributed tables containing the memory of routes known 

to the routers and their neighbors. However, traffic forwarding flow tables are used in OpenFlow 

networks rather than just the source and destination addresses. Each flow entry has three actions: 

forward, redirect, and drop.  Each flow table in the switch is composed of flow entries made with 

counters, and match fields and instructions are set to apply to traffic when they meet forwarding 

conditions found in the data headers (Hewlett Packard, 2013; Tourrilhes, Sharma, Banerjee, & 

Pettit, 2014).  

2.1.5 Performance comparison of the network architectures 

The network design review demonstrated that the routing protocol architecture contributed to the 

effectiveness of one particular approach compared to another.  

2.2 Overview of Data, Control, and Management planes  

According to (Odom, 2017), planes refer to a specific task carried out by the network component 

in the network communication architecture. There are three main planes in networks: Data, 
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Control, and Management (Azodolmolky, 2013; Feamster et al., 2004; Hewlett Packard, 2013; 

Odom, 2017; Tourrilhes et al., 2014). Data plane refers to a networking device's task to forward a 

message. For instance, data plane protocols encapsulate data with the correct data headers and 

ports to ensure the correct delivery to the right host and application program. Figure 2.2 (Author, 

2020) illustrates the data encapsulation process for bidirectional traffic. 

 

 

Figure 2. 2 Traffic encapsulation (Author, 2020) 

Control plane, on the other hand, refers to the task in networking devices that ensures data is 

delivered to the next destination address (Odom, 2017; Stalling, 2009). For instance, routing 

protocols such as OSPF, a distributed protocol, ensure that routers have the right routes added to 

the forwarding information base (FIB) to deliver the packet to the next destination listed in the DP 

encapsulation process. Figure 2.3 shows the CP and DP bundled in one hardware plane with listed 

MAC address and control plane protocols. 
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Figure 2. 3 Control plane between routers in a single hardware bundle (Author, 2020) 

According to (Stalling, 2009) and (Odom, 2017) the management plane performs the overhead 

tasks that affect the behavior of the data and control plane. It provides the ability for network 

engineers to configure devices to influence the behavior of the network devices. It uses well-known 

protocols such as telnet and secure shell to access network devices via a console or remote 

connection. Figure 2.4 shows the management plane configuration of a router located at 

10.0.10.12. 

 

Figure 2. 4 Figure 2.4 Management plane tool (Author, 2020) 
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2.2.1 Plane organization in legacy and SDN protocols 

In legacy routing protocols CP and DP are bundled in one hardware box. Figure 2.5 illustrates the 

three main planes in classical routing network architecture. Routing in legacy protocols involves 

two main parameters; source and destination address (Hewlett Packard, 2013; Odom, 2019) 

 

Figure 2. 5  Classical Router plane organization (Hewlett Packard, 2013) 

On the other hand, OpenFlow routing separates CP and DP. The data plane resides on an OpenFlow 

switch, router, or firewall that performs forwarding functions. The controller's domain view of the 

network performs the intelligent decision of creating neighborship and calculating the best path 

for a packet to reach a destination. OpenFlow switch and controller interact through four main 

messages, packet-receive, send-packet-out, modify forwarding table, and get-statistics (Hewlett 

Packard, 2013; ONF, 2018b). Figure 2.6 (Author, 2020) shows a controller-based network with a 

centralized controller. 

 

Figure 2. 6 Controller-based network architecture (Author, 2020) 
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2.2.3 Performance comparison between legacy and SDN-based plane architecture 

OpenFlow routing uses several criteria to match flow entries for IP traffic. Table 2.1 shows a 

summary of criteria used by OpenFlow to match traffic paths. Column 1 under Rule criterion 

shows the fields that can be matched in OpenFlow protocol; column 2 shows actions that the 

controller takes on the packet before its delivered or forwarded to the next egress interface. Column 

3 shows counters that can be recorded on the packet processing process that occurs on the 

controller device.  

Table 2. 1 OpenFlow Headers  

Rule criterion Action Statistics 

Switch port 

VLAN ID 

VLAN PCP 

MAC Source 

MAC destination 

Ether type 

IP source 

IP Destination 

IP ToS 

IP Protocol 

L4 Source 

 

L4 Destination 

Forward to one or more 

packets 

Drop 

Encapsulate and Forward 

Send to normal processing 

pipeline  

Modify Fields 

Packets 

Byte 

     Source: (Author, 2020) 

Consequently, multiple actions can be carried on packets through granular inspection of packet 

headers. Packets are forwarded based on several criteria such as ingress port, VLAN ID, Layer 3 

source and destination, and Layer 4 source and destination. This has been shown to vastly improve 

the packet forwarding process (Hewlett Packard, 2013; Odom, 2017; Tourrilhes et al., 2014). The 

extended forwarding mechanism in OpenFlow is achieved by separating CP and DP. 

In legacy routing, scholars (Araniti et al., 2014; Feamster et al., 2004; Hewlett Packard, 2013; 

Miller, 2002a; Odom, 2017; Shaikh et al., 2002; Tourrilhes et al., 2014) and (Sundaran, 2002) 

agree that bundling the CP and DP in on hardware is prone to routing errors and lack of efficiency 

in QoS values. In combining the CP and DP, there is less room for programming in classical 

routing approaches. Programming of networks opens room for more subtle criteria in defining 
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routes and routing. In addition, the distributed nature of routing does not always guarantee accurate 

information in forwarding packets (Hewlett Packard, 2013; Sundaran, 2002; Tourrilhes et al., 

2014). From the literature review, this study showed that combining DP and CP reduced the 

routing efficiency in networks that require less jitter and high throughput of data, such as large 

mobile core network IP networks. Further, the review demonstrated that legacy routing protocols 

are not well suited to address the challenges that face modern CSP core networks. Newer 

approaches such as OpenFlow needed to be investigated for performance.  

2.3 Quality of Service  

2.3.1 Introduction to Quality of Service 

There are various definitions of QoS. According to (Grayson et al., 2009), QoS is a way of 

implementing unmanaged fairness in a network. (Cisco, 2012) defines QoS as a measure of 

transmission quality and network service availability. An ITU manual  (ETSI, 2003) and (Janevski 

et al., 2013) define QoS as the ability to segment network traffic or differentiate between traffic 

types for the network to treat certain traffic differently from others. These definitions agree on the 

need to manage network traffic using QoS tools to improve user experience in most networks. This 

study, therefore, defines routing QoS as the management of network traffic using inbuilt software 

tools to enhance user experience in the network. 

Quality of service constitutes a vital part of any network infrastructure, affecting routing in equal 

measure (Grayson et al., 2009). While the mobile IP network core and RAN have expanded 

exponentially (Cisco, 2016a; ITU, 2009),  classical routing methods have been largely unable to 

address effectively new challenges posed by large mobile IP core networks like simultaneous 

access and bandwidth-intensive applications such as live streaming  (Gude et al., 2008; Miller, 

2002a; Sundaran, 2002). In addition (Miller, 2002a) and (Sundaran, 2002) agree that classical 

routing is suboptimal, and its connections on hosts are unreliable, especially as the network size 

expands. 

According to (Szigeti et al., 2013), the technical QoS values against which network performance 

is measured are summarized in Table 2.2. These QoS values, which are industry-approved, formed 

the baseline on which the experimental results were used to answer the research questions and 

objectives. 
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Table 2. 2 Recommended Quality of Service Values 

Application Delay Jitter PDR Throughput 

Interactive 

gaming 

<=150ms <=30ms >=95% 384kbps 

VIDEO <=150ms <=30ms >=95% 384kbps 

Voice <=150ms <=30ms >=95% 384kbps 

IPTV <=150ms <=30ms >=95% 384kbps 

DNS 200-400ms 30-50ms 0.1% 384kbps 

Source (Szigeti et al., 2013) 

2.3.2 Jitter with OpenFlow and OSPF 

According to (Odom, 2017), Jitter is a variation in a one-way packet transmission between two or 

more nodes connected in a network. According to (Cisco, 2005), Jitter is the difference in the end-

to-end delay between packets sent over a single communication medium simultaneously. On the 

other hand,  (Spirent, 2007) defines jitter as the absolute value of the difference between two 

consecutive packets sent between two nodes and attached to some data stream. In view of the 

above definitions, this study adopted Jitter as the difference in bidirectional delay by two or more 

packet streams sent over a communication media. Figure 2.7 (Tanenbaum, 2013) shows jitter and 

its impact on bidirectional communication. 
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Figure 2. 7 Graph on Jitter (Tanenbaum, 2013) 

According to (Poretsky, Perser, Eramilli, & Khurana, 2006), in a request for comments (RFC) 

report, Jitter forms an important factor in any communication media due to its ability to influence 

the end-user experience in a network. In explaining, Jitter (Tanenbaum, 2013) stated that if one 

packet takes 20 milliseconds (msec) and another 40 milliseconds (msec) to arrive, that will give 

an uneven quality to the data stream. Excessive jitter can degrade the value of voice and data 

packets to unacceptable quality  levels (Spirent, 2007). 

(Poretsky et al., 2006), developed the formula for computing jitter is as follows  

D (i) –D (i-1)) where D = Forwarding Delay, and i = order of packets arrival…. equation 2…x 

Routing in a large mobile IP network poses a different challenge than in small wireless and wired 

networks. Studies by  (Araniti et al., 2014; Azodolmolky, 2013; Li et al., 2016; Miller, 2002b; 

Odom, 2017) showed that classical routing could not adequately tackle challenges presented by 

(QoS) requirements. A study  by (Araniti et al., 2014) demonstrated that jitter in small wireless 

and wired network could be improved by adopting robust routing approaches such as OpenFlow  

According to (Araniti et al., 2014), OpenFlow routing in a small mobile network was carried out 

in a small wireless network using a sample of 30 UEs and a single eNodeB with the aim of testing 

for OpenFlow routing and its impact on  QoS values. In addition, the results showed that OpenFlow 

routing improved jitter levels in the small wireless network in the overall routing process compared 

to the traditional routing approach based on OSPF. According to (Cisco, 2010), in its technology 

implementation known as Cisco performance routing CPr, reports that its deployment enhances 
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routing performance in the network by implementing master and border controller routers. Master 

controller has a global view network, and the border routers forward packets to the master router, 

thus decreasing jitter levels due to its readily available forwarding information base (FIB). Hewlett 

Packard implemented  OpenFlow in its suite of switches (Hewlett Packard, 2013), and according 

to (Tourrilhes et al., 2014), in the implementation of OpenFlow, HP switching is informed by the 

fact that classical routing cannot address the levels of jitter in its current network requirements. In 

a study by  (Jain et al., 2014), while experimenting with partial OpenFlow deployment for Google 

corporation, they reported that OpenFlow introduced considerable savings in its data centers and 

improved routing by 20 percent compared to classical approaches used originally.  In addition, 

they cited two key benefits from the report: efficient operation of the WAN and better bandwidth 

management.  

In several studies by (Feamster et al., 2004; Jain et al., 2014; ONF, 2018a; Yap et al., 2010; Zhang 

& Yan, 2015), they reported that OpenFlow was able to improve or lower jitter levels in their 

networks by up to 20 percent or more compared to legacy routing protocols. 

In the study by (Jain et al., 2014) from the Google OpenFlow experiment, they concluded that 

while the results showed promise using SDN routing, its findings could not generalize QoS 

performance to all forms of WANs and core networks. Also,  the study by  (Araniti et al., 2014) 

stated that its experiment was done in a small wireless network over a short period. Therefore, it 

cannot represent how jitter would behave in a large mobile IP core network. While CPr routing 

supports the separation of control and data planes, it is a proprietary approach. Furthermore, this 

research did not find any reports on how CPr could impact jitter in large mobile IP network core  

(Cisco, 2010). In several studies (Feamster et al., 2004; Jain et al., 2014; ONF, 2018a; Yap et al., 

2010; Zhang & Yan, 2015), there was no evidence of jitter evaluation in large mobile IP core 

networks. 

The study underlined that OpenFlow performs better than legacy routing approaches such as OSPF 

in handling Jitter in small wireless and wired networks. However, the review did not find any 

evidence of studies that compared Jitter in OpenFlow and OSPF in the large mobile core network. 
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2.3.4 Packet Data Ratio with OpenFlow and OSPF  

According to (Araniti et al., 2014) (PDR) is the ratio of data packets received by the destination 

divided by source packets. Similarly, the study by (Balasubramanian, 2006) defined  (PDR) as the 

ratio amount in the percentage of packets delivered from sending to receiving device. Packet Data 

Ratio is the ratio of data packets received by the destinations to those generated by the source 

(Rohal, Dahiya, & Dahiya, 2013). In view of the similarities in definitions (Araniti et al., 2014; 

Balasubramanian, 2006; Rohal et al., 2013), this study defined PDR as the ratio of packets received 

over sent packets from the source node. Formula 2.2 below (Rohal et al., 2013) provides a 

mathematical  calculation of PDR as 

𝑃𝐷𝑅 = 𝑆1 ÷ 𝑆2 … equation 2.2 

In equation 2.2, S1 is the total number of data packets received by each destination, and S2 is the 

total of data packets generated by each source. 

Less  PDR value in mobile service provider core network results in loss of communication and 

may cause garbled audio over IP  or VoiP calls (Araniti et al., 2014; Cisco, 2005; Spirent, 2007). 

According to studies by (Araniti et al., 2014; Cisco, 2005; Odom, 2017), all agreed that (PDR) 

should be kept at maximum value. As stated by  (Odom, 2017) and (Tanenbaum, 2013), they all 

contend that other factors like external interference, lack of standards, and faulty cabling can result 

in data loss, negatively affecting PDR. However, the main reason for undesirable PDR levels was 

the deployment of classical routing approaches in mobile IP provider networks (Azodolmolky, 

2013; Cisco, 2005; Li et al., 2012; Odom, 2017). Therefore,  studies by  (Araniti et al., 2014; D 

’souza, Sundharan, Lokanath, & Mittal, 2016; Feamster et al., 2004, 2013) suggested the need for 

new routing architectures to address problems associated with minimal PDR in traditional routed 

networks in mobile CSP core networks. OpenFlow has shown improvement in QoS values when 

deployed in wired and small wireless networks (Araniti et al., 2014; Jain et al., 2014; Zhang & 

Yan, 2015). Figure 2. 9 illustrates how SDN stabilized PDR in a small simulated wireless network. 
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Figure 2. 8 PDR comparison of OpenFlow and OSPF network (Araniti et al., 2014) 

In a study by (Araniti et al., 2014), OpenFlow routing in the wireless network used a  sample of 

30 UEs and one AP to investigate the impact of OpenFlow routing on a small wireless network 

PDR values improved by over 10 percent when compared to traditional routing approaches.  

In its pioneer research at  B4,  Google experimented partially with OpenFlow in its data center and 

observed an improvement of up to 20 percent PDR compared to the legacy routed network in its 

backhaul network (Google, 2010; Jain et al., 2014). 

Juniper's technical guide on OpenFlow (Juniper, 2014; Networks, 2015) also stated that the 

classical approach to routing makes networks rigid, static, and averse to changes. According to 

(Networks, 2015), OpenFlow routed networks are open and agile and improve PDR values. Similar 

to several other leading network vendors like HP, Juniper has incorporated OpenFlow in a series 

of its switches (Networks, 2015) 

In the study by (Jain et al., 2014) from the Google OpenFlow experiment, they concluded that 

while the findings indicate SDN improved PDR, its findings could not be used as a one-stop 

solution for  PDR  performance in all forms of WANs and core networks. The study by  (Araniti 

et al., 2014) stated that its experiment was done in a small wireless network. It cannot, therefore, 

represent how PDR would be impacted in a large core CSP network. While CPr routing supports 

the separation of control and data planes, it is a proprietary approach. Furthermore, this research 

did not find any reports on how CPr could impact jitter in large mobile IP network core (Cisco, 

2010). In several studies (Feamster et al., 2004; Jain et al., 2014; ONF, 2018a; Yap et al., 2010; 
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Zhang & Yan, 2015), there was no evidence of how PDR performed in large mobile IP core 

networks. 

This review showed that OpenFlow performs better than legacy routing approaches such as OSPF 

in handling PDR. However, the review did not find any evidence of studies that examined the 

comparative performance of PDR in OpenFlow and OSPF in large mobile core networks.  

2.3.5 End-to-End delay with OpenFlow and OSPF  

Scholars concur on the definition of delay as the time taken for a data packet to travel from one 

point to another (Araniti et al., 2014; Balasubramanian, 2006; Odom, 2017; Rohal et al., 2013). 

According to (Odom, 2017)  and  (Grayson et al., 2009), the delay is the time ms packets take to 

travel on bidirectional communication. Studies by  (Balasubramanian, 2006; Cisco, 2005, 2012; 

Odom, 2017; Rohal et al., 2013) all agreed that packet delay constitutes time taken to arrive from 

one destination to another either as one way or a two-way round trip. This study agrees that there 

was no significant difference in how scholars defined end-to-end delay from the following 

definitions. Therefore, this research defines end-to-end delay as the time it takes for data packets 

to travel from source to destination and back. Formula 2.3 showed the computation for the end-to-

end delay in a network, explained below. 

Average delay =S/N…. equation 2.3 (Balasubramanian, 2006) 

In formula 2.3, S is the sum of time spent to deliver packets for each destination, while N is the 

number of data packets arriving at all destination nodes. 

End-to-end delays exceeding 150 ms are QoS metrics that can negatively impact network traffic 

and affect end-user experience (CAK, 2014; Janevski et al., 2013; Szigeti et al., 2013). Excessive 

delay results in data loss, which also results in incomplete communication. It’s not uncommon to 

read about mobile core network services grounding to a halt because of technical hitches like 

delays (CAK, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018). 

According to (Poretsky et al., 2006) and (Janevski et al., 2013), end-to-end delay constitutes an 

important element in core networks due to its ability to influence the end-user experience in a 

network. Routing in a large mobile IP core network poses a different challenge than in small 

wireless and wired networks. Studies by  (Araniti et al., 2014; Azodolmolky, 2013; Li et al., 2016; 

Miller, 2002b; Odom, 2017) showed that classical routing could not adequately tackle challenges 
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presented by (QoS) requirements. Studies by (Azodolmolky, 2013; D ’souza et al., 2016; Hu, Hao, 

& Bao, 2014; Jain et al., 2014) demonstrated an end-to-end delay in small wireless and wired 

networks could be improved by adopting robust routing protocols such as OpenFlow.  

According to (Araniti et al., 2014), OpenFlow routing in a small mobile network was carried out 

in a small wireless network using a sample of 30 UEs and one eNodeB with the aim of testing for 

OpenFlow and OSPF routing and its impact on  QoS values. In addition, the results showed that 

in the overall routing process, OpenFlow routing improved end-to-end delay by 20 percent in the 

small wireless network compared to the traditional routing approach based on OSPF (Araniti et 

al., 2014).  

In another study (Zhang & Yan, 2015), in comparing the convergence performance of SDN and 

legacy protocol routing QoS, SDN improved end-to-end delay by 14 percent from a network of 

120 routers. Figure 2.10 shows the improvement of end-to-end delay, especially as network routers 

increase. 

 

Figure 2. 9 Performance evaluation of convergence in SDN and OSPF (Zhang & Yan, 2015) 
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According to (Cisco, 2010), its proprietary technology implementation known as Cisco 

performance routing CPr, reports that its deployment enhances routing performance in the network 

by implementing master and border controller routers. Master controller has a global view 

network, and the border routers forward packets to the master router, thus decreasing end-to-end 

delay levels due to its readily available forwarding information base (FIB). 

Hewlett Packard implemented  OpenFlow in its suite of switches (Hewlett Packard, 2013) 

(Tourrilhes et al., 2014), which showed HP  OpenFlow implementation was informed by the fact 

that classical routing cannot address the levels of end-to-end delay in its current network 

requirements.  

In a study by  (Jain et al., 2014), while experimenting with partial OpenFlow deployment for 

Google corporation, they reported that OpenFlow introduced considerable savings in its data 

centers and improved routing by 20 percent compared to classical approaches used originally.  In 

addition, they cited two key benefits from the report: efficient operation of the WAN and better 

bandwidth management.  

In several studies (Feamster et al., 2004; Jain et al., 2014; ONF, 2018a; Yap et al., 2010; Zhang & 

Yan, 2015), they reported that OpenFlow was able to improve or lower end to end delays levels in 

their networks by up to 20 percent or more compared to legacy routing protocols. 

In the study by (Jain et al., 2014) from the Google OpenFlow experiment, they concluded that 

while the results showed promise using SDN routing, its findings could not generalize end-to-end 

delay performance in all forms of WANs and core networks. Also,  the study by  (Araniti et al., 

2014) stated that its experiment was done in a small wireless network. Therefore, it cannot 

represent how end-to-end delay would behave in a large mobile IP core network. While CPr 

routing supports the separation of control and data planes, it is a proprietary approach. 

Furthermore, this research did not find any reports on how CPr could impact the end-to-end delay 

in large mobile IP network core  (Cisco, 2010). In several studies (Feamster et al., 2004; Jain et 

al., 2014; ONF, 2018a; Yap et al., 2010; Zhang & Yan, 2015), this study did not find any evidence 

of an end-to-end delay evaluation in large mobile IP core network. 

This review showed that OpenFlow has improved performance compared to legacy routing 

approaches such as OSPF in end-to-end handling delay. However, the review did not find any 
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evidence of studies that examined the comparative performance of end-to-end delay in OpenFlow 

and OSPF in the large mobile core network.  

2.3.6 Throughput with OpenFlow and OSPF 

According to (Balasubramanian, 2006), throughput is defined as the rate at which packets pass 

through a network medium. Similarly, (Odom, 2017) describes throughput as the speed of a link 

in bits per second. According to  (Rohal et al., 2013), throughput is the total number of packets 

delivered over the total. The formula for Throughput is computed as follows 

throughput = N/1000…. equation 2.4  

In equation 2, N refers to the number of bits received in all destinations. With respect to definitions 

by (Balasubramanian, 2006; Odom, 2017; Rohal et al., 2013), this study defines throughput is 

defined as the amount of data in mbs that passes through a network link.  

Maximum throughput is an important goal of any QoS strategy in network routing. Higher 

throughput indicates better service and is likely to promote a desirable end-user experience in a 

network. As stated by (Balasubramanian, 2006), throughput in mobile networks determines the 

speed at which data or call is delivered to a customer. Several approaches achieve maximum 

throughput in a network flow (Odom, 2017).  

Configuration approaches such as traffic policing and shaping are some of the known methods 

adopted by most vendors to achieve higher throughput  (Feamster et al., 2013; Shahbaz & 

Feamster, 2015). Such approaches are akin to legacy routing methods like OSPF. 

The throughput of less than 318 mbs can negatively impact network traffic and affect end-user 

experience (Businessdaily, 2021; CAK, 2014; Janevski et al., 2013; Star, 2014; Szigeti et al., 

2013). For instance, less throughput can result in a loss of revenue for CSP companies and 

sometimes attract penalties from regulatory bodies due to unacceptable end-user experience (CAK, 

2015; Star, 2014). 

According to (Poretsky et al., 2006) and (Janevski et al., 2013), throughput is an important 

measurement in core networks due to its ability to influence the end-user experience in a network 

and the value invested. Routing in a large mobile IP core network poses a different challenge than 

in small wireless and wired networks. Studies by  (Araniti et al., 2014; Azodolmolky, 2013; Li et 

al., 2016; Miller, 2002b; Odom, 2017) showed that classical routing could not adequately tackle 
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challenges presented by (QoS) requirements. Studies by (Azodolmolky, 2013; D ’souza et al., 

2016; Hu et al., 2014; Jain et al., 2014) demonstrated that throughput in small wireless and wired 

network could be improved by adopting robust routing approaches such as OpenFlow.  

The research by  (Araniti et al., 2014) evaluated OpenFlow and OSPF protocols in a small mobile 

network in a small wireless network using 30 UEs and one eNodeB. Their findings showed that 

OpenFlow improved Throughput by 20 percent compared to OSPF routing.  

In a study by  (Jain et al., 2014), while experimenting with OpenFlow deployment for Google 

corporation, they reported that OpenFlow introduced considerable savings in its data centers and 

improved routing by 20 percent compared to classical approaches used originally.  In addition, 

they cited two key benefits from the report: efficient WAN operation and better Throughput. 

To improve throughput for CSP companies, they continue investing large sums of money to 

increase their physical network coverage and data-carrying capacity (CAK, 2018; Nation, 2014; 

Njanja Annie, 2017).  

In several studies (Feamster et al., 2004; Jain et al., 2014; ONF, 2018a; Yap et al., 2010; Zhang & 

Yan, 2015), they reported that OpenFlow was able to improve throughput levels in their networks 

by up to 20 percent or more compared to legacy routing protocols. 

Configuration approaches give network engineers more control over the network data paths in the 

mobile core network. However, the benefits of automation and open system, such as in OpenFlow, 

are lost. The configuration also requires many years of experience and presents a steep learning 

curve for aspiring network engineers (Casado & Foster, 2013; Feamster et al., 2004, 2013). The 

study by  (Araniti et al., 2014) admits that its experiment was done in a small wireless network 

and cannot indicate how throughput would behave in a large mobile  IP core network. In the study 

by (Jain et al., 2014) from the Google OpenFlow experiment, they concluded that while the results 

showed promise using SDN routing, its findings could not generalize throughput performance in 

all forms of WANs and core networks. Investing in expanding the network infrastructure by CSPs 

increases the carrier's capacity. However, such an approach increases the CAPEX and does not 

eliminate the bottleneck of legacy routing architectures. In several studies (Feamster et al., 2004; 

Jain et al., 2014; ONF, 2018a; Yap et al., 2010; Zhang & Yan, 2015), there was no evidence of 

comparative performance analysis of  OSPF and OpenFlow on throughput in large mobile IP core 

network. 
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This review showed that OpenFlow improved throughput performance by 14 percent compared to 

OSPF. However, the review did not find any evidence of studies that examined the comparative 

performance of OSPF and OpenFlow routing on throughput large mobile IP network core.  

2.8 Knowledge Gap 

Based on the above literature review, mobile applications are rapidly being deployed on IP-based 

protocols. The study also noted that more companies still use classical routing approaches such as 

OSPF and MPLS in the core network. However, classical routing cannot effectively address the 

new demand for large mobile IP network applications. It was interesting to note that classical 

routing environments which bundle CP and DP have been found not to provide a solution to faster 

routing in large mobile IP core networks. On the other hand, OpenFlow separates CP and DP and 

has demonstrated promising results in wired and small wireless networks. However, OpenFlow 

showed desirable results in small wireless and wired networks; it had not been tested in large 

mobile IP core networks.  

2.9 Summary 

This chapter reviewed several documents relevant to the study subject and presented an outline of 

the same.  The research showed an overview of routing protocols and how they accomplish their 

task. Two routing methods were reviewed in detail, namely, OSPF and OpenFlow. The plane 

architecture and placement affect how one protocol could gain an advantage over another. The 

study also examined the network architecture of OSPF and OpenFlow and showed that OpenFlow, 

through its routing approach, performs 50 percent more efficiently than OSPF. The study also 

showed that CSPs that don’t address challenges of routing QoS routing face regulator penalties 

and loss of revenue. The study showed the need to address the routing gap in large mobile IP core 

networks due to the continued use of classical routing approaches. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter outlines the process and tools used in the study to achieve the research objectives. 

Section 3.1 describes the conceptual framework, and section 3.2 research design. Sections 3.3 to 

3.6 illustrate the research tools, simulation environment approach, and ethical considerations. 

3.1 Conceptual Framework 

According to  (Zhang & Yan, 2015) and (Cassado, 2015), the efficiency of routing protocols 

between legacy and SDN architectures is influenced using the following characteristics; 1) 

Centralization versus Distributed, 2) Simplicity versus Complexity, and 3) Expanded versus 

Limited forwarding headers. Figures 3.1 shows a controller-based network built on the core 

principle of SDN centralization. Figure 3.2 illustrated a legacy network with distributed routing 

logic and bundled CP and DP across all routers. 

 

Figure 3. 1 SDN-based network framework (Author, 2020) 

 

 

Figure 3. 2 Legacy routed network framework (Author, 2020) 
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3.2  Research Design 

A mixed design method consisting of exploratory and experimental approaches was adopted for 

this study. The choice for this hybrid method was influenced by two main reasons 1) to test two 

routing approaches, OSPF and OpenFlow, and the relationship with QoS metrics, and 2) to 

discover knowledge areas that have not been tested in the large mobile IP core network. Also, 

other network design components incorporated in this research included UEs, Routers, and End 

users’ applications.  

3.3 Research Tools and Materials 

The following tools were used to test the objectives in this research, as outlined earlier in chapter 

1. 

3.3.1  Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++  

While there are several emulator software for simulating networks (Werhle, Klaus;Mesut & Left, 

2010), this research selected Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ and simuLTE, both 

open-source emulators. OMNeT++ and SimuLTE were used to simulate LTE mobile IP core 

networks to achieve the objectives of this study. Other useful properties that have been observed 

in OMNeT++ and simuLTE, which were considered by this study for inclusion, are the ability to 

be extendable to accommodate new features and the availability of SDN platforms such as 

OpenFlow  

Figure 3.3 illustrates OMNeT ++ launch window. 

 

Figure 3. 3 OMNeT ++ workspace launch window (Author, 2020) 
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3.3.2  Open Shortest Path First  

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is an open-source routing protocol that uses the Dijkstra 

algorithm and performs routing tasks by dynamically locating neighboring routers using hello 

packets. OSPF also does forwarding of traffic using source and destination. Open shortest path 

first is installed as an add-on package in OMNeT++ inbuilt routers. This makes OSPF preferable 

when testing of classical routed networks is needed. Figure 3.4 shows the partial OSPF router 

topology of the core network designed in the experimental setup. 

 

Figure 3. 4  OSPF routers in OMNeT ++ (Author, 2020) 

3.3.3 OpenFlow Controller 

OpenFlow uses the centralized controller approach to push flow entries to OpenFlow switches. 

Figure 3.5 shows the OpenFlow controller in the study setup. The OpenFlow controller used in 

this research is inbuilt in OMNeT ++ and designed using the C++ programming language. 

 

Figure 3. 5 OpenFlow controller (Author, 2020) 
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3.3.4 Wireshark 

Wireshark is open-source software that captures data packets in a network to understand data 

transport characteristics between two or more nodes (Lamping, Ulf; Sharpe, Richard and 

Warnicke, 2018). Wireshark was used to analyze traffic and the path taken by IP traffic when 

traversing the CSP network between UEs, servers, and routers. Figure 3.6 illustrates the Wireshark 

launch and setup page. 

 

Figure 3. 6 Wireshark launch page (Author, 2020) 

3.3.5 IP Address space 

IPv4 private address block from class A was used to identify devices in the CSP network uniquely. 

Class A address can provide enough address for a network of over 1000 user IP addresses. Table 

3.1 summarizes the actual address design.  

Table 3. 1 IP Address Scheme 

Subnet  IP Network Address Range Broadcast 

0 10.0.0.0 10.0.0.1-10.15.255.254 10.15.255.255 

1 10.16.0.0 10.16.0.1-10.31.255.254 10.31.255.255 

2 10.32.0.0 10.32.0.1-10.47.255.254 10.47.255.255 

3 10.48.0.0 10.48.0.1-10.63.255.254 10.63.255.255 

4 10.64.0.0 10.64.0.1-10.79.255.254 10.79.255.255 
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5 10.80.0.0 10.80.0.1-10.95.255.254 10.95.255.255 

6 10.96.0.0 10.96.0.1-10.111.255.254 10.111.255.255 

7 10.112.0.0 

10.112.0.1-

10.144.255.254 10.144.255.255 

8 10.128.0.0 

10.128.0.1-

10.143.255.254 10.143.255.255 

9 10.144.0.0 

10.144.0.1-

10.159.255.254 10.159.255.255 

Source  (Author, 2020) 

In Table 3, IP networks from different subnets were subdivided by OSPF routers for classical 

networks or OpenFlow controllers for the SDN architecture. The IP Address range is the set of IP 

addresses that can be assigned to nodes, and broadcast is the system address that can communicate 

between devices and is not assignable to any device. The UEs acquired IP addresses via Dynamic 

Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP).  The DHCP tool automatically assigning IP addresses to 

UEs is Network Configurator. The network configurator reads the IP plan from an XML file in the 

network setup before issuing it to UEs, router interfaces, etc. 

Each subnet will have 1,048,574 IP addresses. The formula for calculating usable IP addresses and 

subnets was as per equation 3.1  

2^n-2         2^20-2= 1,048,574… equation 3.1 where n is the number of bits borrowed from the 

host part of the IP address 

3.3.6 Summary of simulation technologies and network standards  

Table 3.2 lists the testing parameters and numbers that were used for this experiment 

Table 3. 2 Simulation parameters 

Parameter  Technology and UEs  Application Ports 

Wireless standard  LTE N/A 

Frequency Channel LTE channel control N/A 

Application 1 Interactive gaming  80 

Application 2 Audio streaming 5000 

Application 3 VoiP 3389 

Application 4 IPTV 4000 
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Simulation run time in minutes 60,80,100,80,120 N/A 

Number of UEs 200,400,600,800,1000 N/A 

Number of Routers/OpenFlow 20,40,60,80 N/A 

The LTE technology in simuLTE and its associated modules, such as the eNodeB and Frequency 

channel provided in this study, was designed to mirror the real production RAN closely. The four 

most used applications in the CSP networks and inbuilt in simuLTE network were chosen as shown 

in table 3.2. According to (Odom, 2017), large networks are classified as having 50 routers or 

more. Because the main objective of this study was to test the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow 

routing in a large mobile IP core network, this research was able to deploy up to 80 routers at peak 

maximum. The choice of the number of routers ensured that the simulated CSP network could 

generate enough data for analysis to fulfill this study's objectives.  

3.4 Design and Setup of the Simulation Environment  

3.4.1 Simulation process overview 

The simulation process is illustrated in Figure 3.7 for OSPF and OpenFlow protocols. 

 

Figure 3. 7 OSPF testing process (Author, 2020) 
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3.4.2 Experiment Setup and Design 

This study created two LTE-like environments in the OMNeT++ simulator and OpenFlow and 

simuLTE add-ons. The comparison network was constructed using OSPFv2, which is compatible 

with IPv4. The simuLTE and OpenFlow plugins enabled LTE and OpenFlow systems, 

respectively. The simulation experiment was set up on Ubuntu 18.04 operating system with 

OMNeT++ 5.5.1 and INET 3.6, simuLTE 0.9.1, and OpenFlow 1.3.4. Figure 3.9 shows the 

OMNeT++ IDE for orchestrating the simulation.  

 

Figure 3. 8 OMNeT++ Application launch page (Author, 2020) 

Two test network architecture was created based on the classical network running OSPF in the 

core and the SDN network running OpenFlow. Figure 3.10 illustrates the OSPF network, and 

Figure 3.11 controller-based network setup running OpenFlow.  

 

Figure 3. 9 OSPF core network (Author, 2020) 
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Figure 3. 10 OpenFlow core network (Author, 2020) 

The modules deployed in the OSPF core network were; UEs, packet gateway filter (PGW), and 

application servers hosted on the internet. The OpenFlow core network UEs, PGW, HyperFlow, 

OpenFlow controller, and OpenFlow switches were added to the core network. The specific 

modules used and their data structures are briefly outlined in the list (1) to (3). 

1. User Equipment  

UE emulates a smartphone or any mobile device used in the CSP network. It supports user 

datagram (UDP) and transport control protocols (TCP). Figure 3.12 illustrates UEs structure 

running UDP and TCP. 

 

Figure 3. 11 UE with TCP and UDP protocols (Author, 2020) 
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2. OSPF Router  

Routers in the OMNeT++ framework are configured with OSPF protocol and connected to the 

data center. Routers build the network topology using the Dijkstra algorithm until all the routers 

achieve convergence. Figures 3.13 shows the OSPF router's internal structure. 

  

Figure 3. 12 OSPF Router Internal Structure (Author, 2020) 

3. OpenFlow controller 

The controller is a POX-based OpenFlow protocol and is readily available as an add-on in 

OMNeT++. Figure 3.14 shows the structure of the OpenFlow controller. 

 

Figure 3. 13 OpenFlow Controller (Author, 2020) 
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4. OpenFlow switch 

Figure 3.15 shows the OpenFlow switch with modified DP and CP planes to accept flows from 

the OpenFlow controller. 

 

Figure 3. 14 OpenFlow switch data structure (Author, 2020) 

5. Network configurator 

The IP configurator is shown in figure 3.16.  

 

Figure 3. 15 Omnetpp.ini IP configurator XML script (Author, 2020) 
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3.4.3 OSPF Network Operation 

When the UEs come on, they are connected to the network via eNodeB RAN. Figure 3.17 shows 

the initial process of UEs relating to the RAN before they can start sending information into the 

network. 

 

Figure 3. 16 Partial capture of UEs connecting to the RAN in the OSPF network (Author, 

2020) 

The eNodeB is also placed in different networks from the omnetpp.ini file, and this ensures that 

there is no overlapping of frequency used among the UEs. Figure 3.18 illustrates the ometpp.ini 

configuration used to assign UEs to respective eNodeB. 

 

Figure 3. 17 eNodeB Network assignment script (Author, 2020) 

The OSPF routers initialized communication through the five main steps, namely 1) Hello 

discovery, 2) Sharing of link details, 3) Exchange of LSA information, 4) and 5) Neighborship and 

sharing of routing of traffic. This OSPF process indicates that the CP and DP are bundled into the 
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same hardware as this study highlighted earlier in the conceptual framework. Figure 3.19 (Author, 

2020) shows the OSPF router discovery and neighborship process, which leads to network 

convergence.  

 

Figure 3. 18 OSPF router discovery and convergence process (Author, 2020) 

Once the CSP network has converged, the UEs send IP packets with the destination address of 

internet servers hosting the requested application, just as it happens in a real network. The sending 

of packets IP selection is balanced through a round-robin algorithm inbuilt in OMNeT++ 

(OMNeT++, 2019). The IP data packets are distinguished using port numbers summarized in table 

3.3. The port numbers ensure that the right application is received on the correct port from 

requesting device. 

Table 3. 3 Applications and port numbers on the server 

 Application Port number 

Interactive gaming 80 

Audio streaming 5000 

VoiP 3389 

IPTV 4000 

Source (Author, 2020) 
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When the packet arrives at the CSP core network, the OSPF router encapsulates the IP packet and 

sends it to the next-hop address until it reaches the application server. The IP header and service 

requested are sent back to the UE using the randomly generated port number source IP received in 

the server request as it happens in a real network. After the bidirectional exchange of information 

between UEs and servers is completed, QoS metrics are recorded continuously using the 

OMNeT++ IDE. The data was then exported using the Panda tool for further analysis. 

3.4.4 OpenFlow Network Operation 

OpenFlow uses a controller-based approach, which implies a  centralized controller with the CP 

function (Feamster et al., 2013; Klein & Jarschel, 2013; Salih, Cosmas, & Zhang, 2015). The DP 

function is transferred to the switches, which rely on the controller's flow entries pushed to the 

CAM tables. Figure 3.20 shows the initial connection between the UEs and RAN. 

 

Figure 3. 19 UEs connecting to RAN in OpenFlow network (Author, 2020) 

At the onset of the network operation, OpenFlow switches sent packets received to the centralized 

OpenFlow controller. The controller then pushed the flow entries to the switches, as summarized 

in figure 3.21. Subsequent packets are forwarded using flow information and simple queries in the 

switch CAM tables without continuous reference to the controller.  
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Figure 3. 20 Controller and switch association script (Author, 2020) 

3.5 Population, Sample, and Sampling Procedure 

The research focused on routers and switches running OSPF and OpenFlow protocols. The 

simulation environment selected for this study was OMNeT ++ due to its scalability and open 

design nature. Purposive sampling was used to integrate the entire 1000 UEs and 80 routers 

permissible in the simulation environment. The uniformity largely influenced the choice for this 

sampling method in the UEs, routers, switches, and the simulation environment.  In addition, this 

represented a large mobile IP network. Applications used include video, audio streaming, IPTV, 

and VoiP, commonly deployed in mobile IP core networks. 

3.6 Data Capture and Analysis 

Data was captured in OMNeT++ in units of ms for Jitter and End to End delay. Throughput and 

PDR were recorded in mbs. Data was aggregated in groups of UEs, routers, and OpenFlow 

switches, as shown in table 3.3. The data was then copied into excel sheets for further analysis and 

descriptive statistics like graphs. With the help of the Panda tool, specific data for jitter, 

throughput, end-to-end delay, and PDR was extracted from the raw data in excel files. The CVS 

files from OMNeT ++ IDE were copied into Wireshark, and the data was analyzed for path tracing 

by UEs while traversing the network. 

Data from the simulator was collated, and computation of mean values was done for QoS metrics. 

The mean values were summarized in graphs, as discussed later in chapter 4. To ascertain whether 

there was any significant difference in the QoS metrics collected, a stdev test was done on the 

values and the results recorded.  
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3.7 Ethical Considerations 

The simulation was mainly carried out using OMNET++, simuLTE, OpenFlow, and OSPF, fully 

licensed under GPL (Andras, 2016; Klein & Jarschel, 2013; Nardini et al., 2021).  

In places the study referred to other publications, full reference and acknowledgment have been 

done to recognize the work of the original owners of the cited publications. Sections of this study 

were presented at the OMNeT++ summit by the researcher (OMNeT++, 2020).  An extension of 

this work was also published in the researcher's peer-reviewed journal mecspress (IJNICS, 2021). 

The approval letter to research in Kenya is also shown in Appendix 1. 

3.8 Summary  

This chapter discussed a framework, showing the two approaches used in OSPF and OpenFlow 

networks and the subsequent experimental setup. The experimental approach was explained in 

detail. The data components and structures and their application in the experiment were also 

outlined. Finally, an overview of the ethical considerations undertaken to ensure this study's 

integrity is presented.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

This chapter presents the findings that were generated from the simulation campaign. Section 4.1.0 

to 4.5.4.1.3 presents an overview of architectural design in routing protocols and how they impact 

routing efficiency, the results, and discussions from the simulation setup. Section 4.6 summarizes 

the results and discussions. 

4.1 Overview of architectural design in Routing algorithms and Efficiency 

As stated in chapters 2 and 3, the efficiency of routing algorithms are evaluated based on the 

following characteristics 1) centralized versus distributed architecture, 2) simplicity versus 

complexity, 3) expanded forwarding criteria versus limited  (Hewlett Packard, 2013; Odom, 2017; 

Tourrilhes et al., 2014; Zhang & Yan, 2015). These key factors influence the efficiency of any 

specific routing approach.  

4.2 Performance of OpenFlow and OSPF routing on Jitter in large mobile IP core network. 

4.2.1 Jitter and Routers 

In the first objective, the amount of jitter generated was tested using OpenFlow and OSPF routers 

added into the core network, as stated in chapter 3. The results in figure 4.1 show that OpenFlow 

routed traffic with an average jitter value of 25 ms for the first 20 to 60 routers and 31 ms for a 

similar number of OSPF routers. When 20 more routers were added to attain 80, jitter levels 

increased to an average of 35 ms for OpenFlow and 40 ms for the OSPF protocol. This increase in 

jitter values is expected when traffic travels over a longer path in the core network.  
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Figure 4. 1 Jitter vs Routers (Author, 2020) 

4.2.2 Jitter and User Equipment  

Figure 4.2, jitter was tested against UEs in increasing order until the experimental objective of 

1000 UEs was achieved. For the first 200 UEs that sent bidirectional traffic on the network, 

OpenFlow registered average jitter values of 21 ms while OSPF was 31ms. 

 

Figure 4. 2 Jitter vs UES (Author, 2020) 

As more UEs were added to the network, jitter values generated for the two protocols increased. 

According to figure 4.3, a trend is established; whereas more UEs are added to the core network, 

the jitter levels in the network also increase. For instance, with 800 UEs, OSPF jitter increased to 

an average of 40 ms while OpenFlow jitter was 30 ms. 
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4.2.3 Jitter and Application 

In figure 4.3, jitter results from traffic generated by UEs are shown. Applications generate different 

jitter values, as seen in figure 4.3. Generally, IPTV has higher jitter at 45 ms and 30 ms for OSPF 

and OpenFlow, respectively. Interactive gaming has less jitter for OpenFlow at 20 ms and 31ms 

for OSPF when testing 1000 UEs in the core network. Internet Protocol for Television traffic 

registered an average jitter of 30 ms for OpenFlow and 45 ms for OSPF for the same number of 

UEs. 

 

Figure 4. 3 Jitter vs Application (Author, 2020) 

From the results in figure 4.3, a similar trend in section 4.2 shows that as more UEs are added to 

the network, jitter values increase for both OSPF and OpenFlow. 

4.2.4 Performance Analysis of Jitter versus OpenFlow and OSPF results 

4.2.4.1 Specific discussions on Routers, UE, and Applications performance 

According to (Szigeti et al., 2013), the optimum jitter value for bidirectional communication is 30 

ms or less. As stated earlier in chapters 1 and 2, less jitter guarantees less loss of information and 

improved clarity on the communicating nodes (CAK, 2014; Janevski et al., 2013). 

In figures 4.1 to 4.3, jitter values for a large number of routers, UEs, and applications show that 

OpenFlow generates less jitter at an average of 29 ms compared to OSPF 38 .6 ms. Further analysis 

to establish the significance of the difference in jitter values for the three dependent variables, UE, 

routers, and application against OpenFlow and OSPF, showed a std of 8.30 ms, indicating a 

significant difference in the jitter values. Therefore, this study confirms that the OpenFlow 
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protocol generates less jitter in large networks compared to OSPF. Figure 4.4 provides a summary 

of network components versus routing protocols in use. 

 

Figure 4. 4 Network components in a large network and routing protocols (Author, 2020) 

The research can further deduce that the architecture of the routing algorithm stated in section 4.1 

impacts jitter levels in OSPF and OpenFlow. 

4.2.4.2 Centralized versus distributed architecture 

Each packet must be queried after routing has converged before being forwarded to the next-hop 

destination based on the distributed architecture in the OSPF network. This process is known as 

encapsulation, which implies removing and adding headers in the packets for delivery to the next 

destination. With the expansion of the network size, as expected, the OSPF algorithm routing table 

also expands, resulting in increased jitter in the forwarding of IP traffic. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 

(Author, 2020) illustrate the routing table population process of OSPF and OpenFlow controller 

flow entries, a conceptual design from this experimental study. OpenFlow has fewer steps to 

converge at four compared to OSPF's eight stages. 
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Figure 4. 5 OSPF convergence (Author, 2020)   Figure 4. 6 OpenFlow 

convergence (Author, 2020) 

OpenFlow, at the onset of the network operation, the data packets received by the switch are 

forwarded to the centralized controller. Then the controller pushes flow entries to the switches, as 

summarized in figure 4.6. Subsequent packets are now forwarded using simple query flow tables 

in the switches. This OpenFlow behavior removes the need for switches to periodically reference 

the controller except when a new change is detected in the network paths. This limiting or removal 

of excessive control packets being flooded in the network periodically is a feature that has been 

noted to improve routing efficiency in the EIGRP algorithm (Cisco, 2016b; Doyle, 2016; Savage, 

Moore, Slice, Paluch, & White, 2017).  

4.2.4.3 Simplicity versus Complexity 

Similar to other link-state routing algorithms, OSPF uses different types of OSPF packets to inform 

adjacent devices on the sequence of events such as loss of connection, availability of new routes, 

or announcement of new link status (Doyle, 2016; Moy, 1999). Table 4.1 summarizes the OSPF 

control packets used to create, detect and sustain neighborship between routers.  
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Table 4. 1 OSPF control packets 

The exchange of link-state packets in OSPF can improve robustness and remove the single point 

of failure (SPOF). However, studies by (Doyle, 2016; Feamster et al., 2004; Shaikh et al., 2002; 

Zhang & Yan, 2015) show that the extensive OSPF packets add to network complexity, which 

impacts QoS in overall network performance. OpenFlow addresses complexity problems through 

simple flow entries pushed out to forwarding devices such as routers and firewalls  (Braun & 

Menth, 2014; Casado & Foster, 2013; Cassado, 2015; Feamster et al., 2013; Moy, 1999). 

According to (Feamster et al., 2004) and (Miller, 2002a), the additional role of OSPF routers in 

performing route computation and sharing of links state packets makes the legacy approach prone 

to inconsistencies, especially in a large routing domain. Instead of several link-state packets, 

OpenFlow uses flow entries to simplify the forwarding process (Hewlett Packard, 2013). A 

detailed analysis summarized in figure 4.4 of the study experiment logs shows that the complexity 

of OSPF affects routing speed as it consumes extra bandwidth and slows down the packet 

forwarding process. OpenFlow uses less bandwidth after the initial exchange of flow entries 

between the controller and switches.  

4.2.4.4 Expanded versus Limited forwarding headers   

In OSPF routing, packets are primarily forwarded using source IP and destination IP. The routing 

process also depends on the routing information base (RIB) and forwarding information base 

(FIB), distributed tables containing the memory of routes known to the routers and learned from 

adjacent routers. This action reduces routing efficiency due to the underutilization of modern 

routers, like high processing speeds and increased memory  (Odom, 2017). Limiting path choice 

in mesh or star network to destination IP implies that routers are restricted to specific IP paths even 

if there are less congested routes. With the centralization of routing in OpenFlow, the controller 

Types Packet  Function 

Hello Neighbor discovery 

Database Description Verify LSDB between routers 

Link state request Request specific link details 

Link state Update Send specific link-state updates 

Link State Acknowledgment Implement reliability in OSPF 
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has central logic derived from the network's domain view. The domain-wide view ensures fewer 

routing errors and the best path for traffic routing in the core network.  

In OpenFlow, traffic forwarding flow tables are used rather than RIB, FIB, or mac addresses. Each 

flow entry has three actions: forward, redirect, and drop. Details of these actions were fully 

explored in chapter 3.  Each flow table in the switch is composed of flow entries made with 

counters, match fields, and instructions set to apply to traffic when they meet conditions from the 

sending device. According to (ONF, 2018b), expanded forwarding criteria improve routing 

efficiency in OpenFlow by 60 percent. A Google experiment at Google labs (Jain et al., 2014) 

reported that deploying OpenFlow in part of their network with a special focus on expanded 

forwarding criteria improved traffic utilization by 95 percent. Increased traffic utilization implies 

that there is less jitter generated in bidirectional traffic.  

4.3.0 Performance of OpenFlow and OSPF routing on PDR in a large mobile IP network. 

4.3.1 PDR and Routers 

In the second objective, the amount of PDR gained was tested using OpenFlow and OSPF routers 

added into the core network, as stated in chapter 3. The results in figure 4.8 illustrate that 

OpenFlow routed traffic with an average PDR value of 118 mbs for the first 20 routers and 128 

mbs for a similar number of OSPF routers. When 20 more routers were added to attain 40 routers, 

PDR levels were reduced for both protocols, with OpenFlow gaining 92.75 mbs and OSPF having 

84.25 mbs, less than OpenFlow PDR. When the 80 routers were added to the network, the average 

PDR for OpenFlow was 75.5 mbs, while OSPF gained a PDR value of 71.25 mbs. As the network 

size increased, there was reduced PDR for both protocols. 
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Figure 4. 7 PDR and Routers (Author, 2020) 

4.3.2 Packet Data Ratio and User Equipment 

Figure 4.9, jitter was tested against UEs in increasing numbers until the experimental objective of 

1000 UEs was achieved. For the first 200 UEs that sent information on the network, OpenFlow 

gained a PDR value of 140 mbs while OSPF was 180 mbs. When 400 more UEs are added to the 

network, the PDR values are reduced again for both protocols at 123 mbs for OpenFlow and 140 

for OSPF. When the network became large at 1000 UEs, the PDR values for OpenFlow and OSPF 

were the same for both protocols at 102 mbs. 

 

 

Figure 4. 8 Packet data ratio versus User Equipment (Author, 2020) 
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4.3.4 Packet Data Ratio and Application 

Figure 4.10 shows PDR results from bidirectional traffic generated by UEs. As seen in earlier tests 

between UEs and routers, applications gain different PDR values. Interactive gaming gained PDR 

values of 180 mbs for OSPF while OpenFlow was 140 mbs.  The next application test, VOIP, 

gained a PDR of 140 mbs for OSPF while OpenFlow was 123 mbs. Internet TV gained PDR values 

of 100 mbs for OSPF, while OpenFlow's PDR value was 102. 

 

Figure 4. 9 Packet data Ratio versus Application (Author, 2020) 
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the first few nodes compared to OpenFlow. However, as the network size increases, there is no 

difference in the PDR values. This study can further deduce that the architecture of the routing 

algorithm mentioned in section 4.1 impacts the PDR levels of routing using OSPF and OpenFlow.  

4.3.5.2 Centralized versus distributed architecture 

Based on the distributed architecture, each packet must be inspected in the OSPF network before 

being forwarded to the next-hop destination after routing has converged. With the expansion of 

the network size, as expected, the OSPF algorithm routing table also expands, resulting in less 

PDR in OpenFlow compared to OSPF in forwarding IP traffic. Figure 4.5 and 4.6, seen earlier in 

section 4.2.4.1.2, illustrates the routing table population process of OSPF and OpenFlow. 

OpenFlow has fewer steps to converge at four compared to OSPF's eight stages. OpenFlow takes 

less time to converge at an average of 10 seconds less than OSPF during the population of routing 

tables and sharing of flow entries. When the network size is small at between 200 to 600 UEs, 

OSPF has a PDR of 180 mbs, compared to OpenFlow 140 mbs. As more UEs are added, PDR is 

improved in OpenFlow with the same values as OSPF, with both protocols registering PDR values 

of 102 mbs at the peak of network performance. As seen in chapter 3, PDR is calculated as bytes 

sent over bytes received. Therefore, this study can deduce that while the network is small in size, 

below 80 routers and less than 1000 UEs, OSPF can gain more PDR at an average of 118.25 mbs 

compared to OpenFlow 109 mbs. However, as the network increases in size and delay tendencies 

start to operate in the OSPF network, there is no significant difference in PDR values for the two 

routing protocols. 

4.3.5.3 Simplicity versus Complexity 

Similar to other link-state routing algorithms, OSPF uses different types of OSPF packets to inform 

adjacent devices on the sequence of events such as loss of connection, availability of new routes, 

or announcement of new link status (Doyle, 2016; Moy, 1999). Table 4.1, shown earlier, illustrates 

the OSPF control packets used to create, detect and sustain neighborship between routers, derived 

from the experiment debug logs of this research. While the exchange of link-state packets in OSPF 

can improve robustness and remove the single point of failure (SPOF), studies by (Doyle, 2016; 

Feamster et al., 2004; Shaikh et al., 2002; Zhang & Yan, 2015) show that the extensive OSPF 

packets add to network complexity which in turn impact QoS in overall network performance. 

OpenFlow addresses complexity problems through simple flow entries pushed out to forwarding 
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devices such as routers and firewalls  (Braun & Menth, 2014; Casado & Foster, 2013; Cassado, 

2015; Feamster et al., 2013; Moy, 1999). According to (Feamster et al., 2004) and (Miller, 2002a), 

the additional role of OSPF routers in performing route computation and sharing of links state 

packets makes the legacy approach prone to inconsistencies, especially in a large routing domain. 

Instead of several link-state packets, OpenFlow uses flow entries to simplify the forwarding 

process (Hewlett Packard, 2013). A detailed analysis shown in Figure 4.4 of the study experiment 

logs shows that the complexity of OSPF affects routing speed as it consumes extra bandwidth and 

slows down the packet forwarding process. OpenFlow uses less bandwidth after the initial 

exchange of flow entries between the controller and switches, improving the PDR values, 

especially as the network increases. 

4.3.5.4 Expanded versus Limited forwarding headers 

In OSPF routing, packets are primarily forwarded using source IP and destination IP. The routing 

process depends on the routing information base (RIB) and forwarding information base (FIB). 

RIB and FIB are distributed tables that contain the memory of routes known to the routers and 

learned from adjacent routers. This approach in relying on a distributed table mechanism reduces 

routing efficiency due to the underutilization of modern routers like high processing speeds and 

increased memory (Odom, 2017). Limiting path choice in mesh or star network to destination IP 

implies that routers are restricted to specific IP paths even if there are less congested traffic paths. 

With the centralization of routing in OpenFlow, the controller has central logic derived from the 

domain view of the network. The domain view ensures fewer errors in routing and the best choice 

of routes for traffic, which ensures that there is more PDR for the end-user traffic.  

In OpenFlow, traffic forwarding flow tables are used rather than RIB, FIB, or mac addresses. 

Figure 4.7, also shown earlier, illustrates a typical OpenFlow switch and controller operation in 

forwarding traffic in the network. Each flow entry has three actions: forward, redirect, and drop. 

How OpenFlow forwarding operates was explored in chapter 3.  Each flow table in the switch 

comprises flow entries with counters, match fields, and instructions set to apply to traffic when 

they meet specified conditions. According to (ONF, 2018b), expanded forwarding criteria improve 

routing efficiency in OpenFlow by 60 percent. A Google experiment at Google labs (Jain et al., 

2014) reported that deploying OpenFlow in part of their network with a special focus on expanded 

forwarding criteria improved traffic utilization by 95 percent. Increased traffic utilization implies 
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that there is more PDR generated in bidirectional traffic. Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show a similar 

utilization of traffic, which increases PDR and thus improves the quality of user experience in the 

large mobile network. 

4.4 Performance of OpenFlow and OSPF routing on Throughput in large Mobile IPv4 

network 

4.4.1 Throughput and Routers 

In the third objective, throughput gained was tested using OpenFlow and OSPF.  Routers were 

added into the core network, as stated in chapter 3, gradually.  The results in figure 4.7 indicate 

that OpenFlow routed traffic with an average throughput value of 713 mbs for the first 20 routers 

and 660 mbs for a similar number of OSPF routers. When 20 more routers were added to attain 40 

routers, throughput values decreased to an average of 680 mbs for OpenFlow and 640 mbs for the 

OSPF protocol. With the addition of 60 more routers, the throughput dropped significantly for 

both protocols, with OpenFlow gaining 390 mbs while OSPF gained a throughput of 300 mbs. 

 

Figure 4. 10 Throughput vs Routers (Author, 2020) 

4.4.2 Throughput and User Equipment 

In figure 4.9, throughput was tested against UEs in increasing order until the experimental design 

of 1000 UEs was achieved. For the first 200 UEs that sent bidirectional traffic to the network, 
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OpenFlow registered average throughput values of 713 mbs while OSPF gained a throughput of 

660 mbs. When 400 UEs were added to the network, the throughput values generated for the two 

protocols were reduced, with OpenFlow gaining 700 ms while OSPF gained a throughput of 653 

mbs. At 800 UEs, the throughput for OpenFlow was 643 mbs, and OSPF gained a throughput of 

563 mbs. 

 

Figure 4. 11 Throughput vs UEs (Author, 2020) 

4.4.3 Throughput and Applications 

Figure 4.9 illustrates throughput results from bidirectional application traffic generated by UEs. 

Interactive gaming gained a throughput of an average of 660 mbs and 713 mbs for OSPF and 

OpenFlow, respectively. Voice over the Internet gained 653 mbs for OSPF compared to 700 mbs 

for OpenFlow. In streaming audio, the throughput for OSPF was 653 mbs, while OpenFlow 

achieved a throughput of 680 mbs. Finally, in testing for IPTV, the throughput for OSPF was 563 

mbs, while OpenFlow gained a throughput of 643 mbs.  

 

Figure 4. 12 Throughput vs. Application (Author, 2020) 
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4.4.4 Performance Analysis of Throughput versus OpenFlow and OSPF  

4.4.4.1 Specific discussions on Routers, UE, and Applications performance 

In the standards document for network QoS (Szigeti et al., 2013), the optimum throughout value 

for bidirectional communication is 318 mbs or more. As defined earlier in chapters 1 and 2, more 

throughput implies less loss of information and clarity on the communicating nodes (CAK, 2014; 

Janevski et al., 2013). In figures 4.7 to 4.9, this study observed that OpenFlow gained more 

throughput at an average of 637.229 mbs than OSPF at 568.29 mbs.  To establish a significant 

difference between throughput values generated from the experiment, an std deviation test was 

performed on the throughput values for the network components and the two study routing 

protocols. The std of 81 mbs derived showed a significant difference between the throughput 

generated OSPF and OpenFlow. This study deduced that OpenFlow has high throughput compared 

to OSPF. 

Further analysis was done to ascertain the impact of the network's size on the generated throughput 

values. With the addition of more routers and UEs, the throughput values reduced, indicating large 

network behavior. Therefore, according to the study objectives, this research also showed that the 

test environment was a large mobile IP core network. This study can further deduce that the 

architecture of the routing algorithm mentioned in section 4.1 impacted the throughput levels of 

routing in OSPF and OpenFlow.  

4.4.4.1.1 Centralized versus distributed architectures 

Each packet must be queried after routing has converged before being forwarded to the next-hop 

destination based on the distributed architecture in the OSPF network. As expected, with the 

expansion of the network size, the OSPF algorithm routing table also expands, resulting in 

increased times for IP forwarding. This increase in control traffic affects the throughput of end 

devices in the network. Chapter 3 shows OpenFlow has fewer steps to converge at four than 

OSPF's eight steps. Few steps imply more end-user throughput than OSPF, which uses extra link-

state packets to maintain the network operation.  

As observed earlier in chapter 3, OpenFlow, the data packets received by the switch are forwarded 

to the centralized controller at the onset of the network operation. The controller pushes flow 

entries to the switches, as summarized in figure 4.6. Subsequent packets are now forwarded using 
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simple query flow tables in the switches. This OpenFlow operation removes the need for switches 

to continuously reference the controller except when a new change is detected in the network.  

4.4.4.1.2 Simplicity versus Complexity 

The OSPF protocol uses different types of link-state packets to inform adjacent devices on the 

sequence of events such as loss of connection, availability of new routes, the cost to certain 

networks, or announcement of new interfaces that have come up (Doyle, 2016; Moy, 1999). Table 

4.1, shown earlier, describes the OSPF control packets used to create, detect and sustain 

neighborship between routers, which have been derived from the experiment logs of this research.  

As observed earlier in chapters 3 and 4, link-state packets in OSPF can improve robustness and 

remove a single point of failure (SPOF). However, such behavior can add to network complexity, 

impacting QoS in overall network operation. OpenFlow addresses complexity problems through 

simple flow entries pushed out to forwarding devices such as routers and firewalls  (Braun & 

Menth, 2014; Casado & Foster, 2013; Cassado, 2015; Feamster et al., 2013; Moy, 1999).  

According to (Feamster et al., 2004) and (Miller, 2002a), the additional role of OSPF routers in 

performing route computation and sharing of links state packets makes the legacy approach prone 

to inconsistencies, especially in large network domains. Instead of several state packets, OpenFlow 

uses simple flow entries to simplify the forwarding process of traffic and a dedicated, intelligent 

discovery engine to maintain the network from a centralized and abstracted view  (Hewlett 

Packard, 2013). A detailed analysis shown earlier and summarized in figure 4.4 of the study 

experiment logs shows that the complexity of OSPF affects routing speed as it consumes extra 

bandwidth and uses additional bandwidth intended for control data, which turn affects the 

throughput.   

4.4.4.1.3 Expanded versus Limited forwarding headers.   

In OSPF routing, packets are primarily forwarded using source IP and destination IP. As observed 

earlier in chapters 3 and 4, the routing process also depends on the routing information base (RIB) 

and forwarding information base (FIB. Using two parameters, source, and destination IP, reduces 

routing efficiency due to the less application of high routing and memory speeds  (Odom, 2017) 

found in modern routers and switches. Limiting path choice in mesh or star network to destination 

IP implies that routers are restricted to specific IP paths even if there are less congested routes. 
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With the centralization of routing in OpenFlow, the controller has central logic derived from the 

domain view of the network. The domain view ensures fewer errors in routing and the best choice 

of routes for traffic. More throughput is gained when packets are routed through less congested 

routes, which improves the mobile user experience. 

Each flow entry has three actions: forward, redirect, and drop. Details of these actions are covered 

in chapter 3.  Each flow table in the switch comprises flow entries with counters, match fields, and 

instructions set to apply to traffic when they meet certain conditions. According to (ONF, 2018b) 

and (Jain et al., 2014), expanded forwarding criteria in OpenFlow improved throughput values by 

60 percent. This study can therefore deduce that increased traffic utilization improved throughput 

gained in bidirectional traffic communication.  

4.5 Performance of OpenFlow and OSPF routing on End to end delay in large mobile IPv4 

network 

4.5.1 End to end to delay and Routers 

In the fourth objective, end-to-end delay for bidirectional traffic was tested using OpenFlow and 

OSPF as per the study design in chapter 3. Figure 4.11 showed OpenFlow routed traffic with an 

average end-to-end delay of 123 ms for the first 20, while OSPF registered a delay of 160.74 ms. 

With the addition of 20 more routers, the delay values for OpenFlow and OSPF were 122.5 ms 

and 170.5 ms, respectively. There was an addition of 20 more routers which increased the number 

of routers to 60, and the delay generated was 132 ms for OpenFlow while OSPF registered values 

of 194.5 ms. Finally, 20 more routers were added to create a large network of 80 routers, generating 

delay values of 165.5 ms for OpenFlow and 215.25 ms for OSPF. 
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Figure 4. 13 End-to-end delay vs routers (Author, 2020) 

4.5.2 End to End delay and User Equipment 

Figure 4.12, end-to-end delay was tested against UEs in increasing order as stated in the study 

design in chapter 3. For the first 200 UEs that sent bidirectional traffic to the network, OpenFlow 

registered average end-to-end delay values of 120 ms while OSPF was 153 Ms. When 400 UEs 

were added to the network, the end-to-end delay increased for OpenFlow and OSPF at 122ms and 

157 ms, respectively. When 200 more UEs were added to the network to make 600, OpenFlow 

registered a delay of 125 ms while OSPF generated 163 Ms.   When the experiment objective of 

1000 UEs was reached in the network, the end-to-end delay for OpenFlow was 130 ms, while 

OSPF registered the highest delay of 195 Ms. 

 

Figure 4. 14 End to End Delay vs. UEs (Author, 2020) 
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4.5.3 End-to-end delay and Application 

Figure 4.13 shows a complete end-to-end delay resulting from UEs' two-way application traffic. 

Applications generate different end-to-end delay values, as observed in this study. Interactive 

gaming had an end-to-end delay of 120 ms and 153 ms for OSPF and OpenFlow, respectively. In 

the next application tested, VoiP generated an end-to-end delay of 157 ms for OpenFlow and 159 

ms for OSPF. Audio traffic registered a delay value of 151 ms for OpenFlow, while OSPF delay 

values were 153 Ms. In the fourth application tested, IPTV generated a delay of 120 ms for 

OpenFlow while OSPF delay was 149 Ms.  

 

Figure 4. 15 End to End Delay vs Applications (Author, 2020) 
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more routers, applications, and UEs, the end-to-end delay values increased for both study 

protocols, showing a large network behavior. This study thus observed that the architecture of the 

routing algorithm impacted the end-to-end delay in the mobile IP core network. 

4.5.4.1.2 Centralized versus distributed architecture 

The OSPF network uses a distributed architecture approach, also discussed in chapters 1 and 2 in 

this research. After routing has converged, each packet must be inspected before being forwarded 

to the next-hop destination. With the expansion of the network size, as expected, the OSPF 

algorithm routing table also expands, resulting in a high end-to-end delay in forwarding IP traffic. 

OpenFlow has fewer steps to converge at four compared to OSPF, with eight stages repeated over 

timed periods in the network. This increased sending of hello packets creates competition for data 

and control packets in the OSPF network, resulting in an OSPF delay that deviates from the end-

to-end baseline delay of 150 ms or less. 

OpenFlow, at the onset of the network operation, the data packets received by the switch are 

forwarded to the centralized controller. Then the controller pushes flow entries to the switches, as 

summarized in figure 4.6. Subsequent packets are now forwarded using simple query flow tables 

in the switches. The reactionary behavior of OpenFlow removes the need for switches to 

periodically reference the controller except when a new change is discovered in the network. This 

approach has been observed to reduce the end-to-end delay in mobile IP network core.  

4.5.4.1.3 Simplicity versus Complexity  

Similar to other link-state routing algorithms, OSPF uses different types of OSPF packets to inform 

neighboring devices about the sequence of events such as loss of connection, availability of new 

routes, or discovery of new interfaces (Doyle, 2016; Moy, 1999). Table 4.1 also shows the OSPF 

control packets used to create, detect, and sustain neighbor routers.  

As seen in chapter 4, exchanging link packets can add to robustness and remove the single point 

of failure (SPOF) in OSPF. However, studies by (Doyle, 2016; Feamster et al., 2004; Shaikh et 

al., 2002; Zhang & Yan, 2015) show that the increased OSPF packets contribute to complexity, 

which impacts QoS in overall network performance. OpenFlow addresses complexity problems 

through simple flow entries pushed out to forwarding devices such as routers and firewalls  (Braun 

& Menth, 2014; Casado & Foster, 2013; Cassado, 2015; Feamster et al., 2013; Moy, 1999). 
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According to (Feamster et al., 2004) and (Miller, 2002a), the additional role of OSPF routers in 

performing route computation and sharing of links state packets makes the legacy approach prone 

to inconsistencies, especially in a large routing domain. Instead of several link-state packets, 

OpenFlow uses flow entries to simplify the forwarding process (Hewlett Packard, 2013). A 

detailed analysis summarized in figure 4.4 of the study experiment logs shows that the complexity 

of OSPF affects routing speed as it consumes extra bandwidth and slows down the packet 

forwarding process. OpenFlow uses less bandwidth after the initial exchange of flow entries 

between the controller and switches.  

4.5.4.1.3 Expanded versus Limited forwarding headers   

In OSPF routing, packets are primarily forwarded using source IP and destination IP. This 

approach reduces routing efficiency due to the disuse of modern characteristics in routers like high 

processing speeds and increased memory  (Odom, 2017). Limiting path choice in mesh or star 

network to destination IP implies that routers are restricted to specific IP paths even if there are 

less congested routes. With the centralization of routing in OpenFlow, the controller has central 

logic derived from the domain view of the network. The domain view ensures fewer errors in 

routing and the best choice of routes for traffic. In OpenFlow, traffic forwarding flow tables are 

used rather than RIB, FIB, or mac addresses.  

Each flow entry has three actions: forward, redirect, and drop. Flow operations in OpenFlow were 

highlighted in chapter 3. According to (ONF, 2018b), expanded forwarding criteria improve 

OpenFlow end-to-end delay routing efficiency by 60 percent. A Google experiment at Google labs 

(Jain et al., 2014) reported that deploying OpenFlow in part of their network with a special focus 

on expanded forwarding criteria improved traffic utilization by 95 percent. Increased traffic 

utilization implies less end-to-end delay generated in two-way traffic flow. This study confirmed 

more traffic utilization in the OpenFlow network by over 60 percent, which reduced the end-to-

end delay in the mobile IP network. 
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4.6 Summary  

In chapter 4, this study reported the results, analyzed the values' trends, and performed significance 

tests. The research also discussed the findings and deductions based on the results from the 

simulation network. The chapter also looked at the architectural differences between the two 

protocols, OpenFlow and OSPF, and how those differences contribute to efficiency in QoS 

measures.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter provides the conclusion and recommendations of the research done. Section 5.1 

covers the conclusions, while section 5.2 gives the recommendations for future research. 

5.1 Conclusions 

This study, in its introduction, observed that there was evidence that CSP service networks are still 

using legacy routing protocols such as OSPF in the core network, despite the existence of new 5G 

ready routing protocols like OpenFlow. The study also demonstrated from an extensive literature 

search that new mobile IP applications are increasingly being developed at 70 percent more than 

the USSD type.  

A literature review showed a gap in information available on OSPF and OpenFlow's QoS 

performance on a large mobile IP core CSP network. Four objectives were formulated to compare 

the performance of OSPF and OpenFlow on jitter, PDR, throughput, and end-to-end delay in a 

large mobile IP core network. 

Two simulated CSP mobile core networks were developed running OpenFlow and OSPF 

protocols. Routers, UEs, and OpenFlow switches were gradually added to the network until the 

specified numbers in the experimental setup were achieved. The UEs sent different types of traffic 

to internet servers, and metrics were recorded on the OMNeT++ IDE and Wireshark. The results 

were aggregated using the IDE tools and exported to an excel spreadsheet. Panda tool was used to 

extract metrics such as jitter and PDR. 

The study results showed that across the research-specific objectives of testing for the performance 

of jitter, PDR, throughput, and end-to-end delay in a large CSP core network, OpenFlow improved 

routing QoS by 60 percent compared to OSPF. In instances where there was better performance in 

PDR values from the OSPF protocol routed network, further analysis showed no significant 

difference in the OpenFlow and OSPF with std of 0.19 mbs.  The study confirmed that 

centralization, simplicity, and expanded matching criteria improved QoS levels and enhanced 

routing quality in a large IP core network when comparing performance between OSPF and 

OpenFlow protocols. The results further revealed that OpenFlow improved routing by 60 percent 

of all the QoS metrics compared to OSPF. 
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5.2 Recommendations  

The author recommends that further investigation be conducted in a real mobile IP core network. 

Such future research will provide an opportunity to establish if OpenFlow's benefits on the 

simulated network can be extended to the production network. Furthermore, a production network 

will provide the right platform to test the Quality of Experience (QoE), which varies from user to 

user.   
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Appendix 2 Ometpp.ini files for OSPF and OpenFlow networks 
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Appendix 3 Code for creating a mobile network 

[Config MobiCoreNetwork] 

network = lte. simulations. networks. MobiCoreNetwork 

Codes used to create a cell tower and associate UEs 

*. numUe = ${numUEs=200,400,600,800,1000} 

#============= Amount of applications ================ 

*. ue [*]. numUdpApps = 1 

*. server. NumUdpApps = ${numUEs} 

# connect each UE to the eNB 

**.ue[*]. macCellId = 1 

**. ue[*]. masterId = 1 

 

#============= Positioning and mobility ============ 

*. eNodeB. Mobility.initFromDisplayString = false 

*. eNodeB.mobility. initialX = 300m 

*. eNodeB.mobility. initialY = 300m 

*. ue [*]. mobility. constraintAreaMaxX = 600m 

*. ue[*]. mobility. constraintAreaMaxY = 600m 

*. ue [*]. mobility. constraintAreaMinX = 0m 

*. ue [*]. mobility. constraintAreaMinY = 0m 

*. ue [*]. mobility. initFromDisplayString = false 

*. ue [*]. mobility. InitialX = uniform(0m,600m) 

*. ue [*]. mobility. InitialY = uniform(0m,600m) 

*. ue [*]. mobility. Speed = 1mps 

*. ue [*]. mobilityType = "LinearMobility" 

#------------------------------------# 
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Appendix 3 Results tables in averages 
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